Next generation wireless communications system will be required to support the seamless delivery of voice, video and data with high quality. Delivering hard Quality of Service (QOS) guarantees in the wireless domain is complex due to large-scale mobility requirements, limited radio resources and fluctuating network conditions. To address this challenge we are developing a QOS-aware middleware platform called mobiware which contains the complexity of supporting multimedia applications operating over wireline and wireless ATM networks. Mobiware is a software middleware platform based on xbind and CORBA technology that is designed to operate between the application and radio-link layers of future wireless media systems. Mobiware provides value-added QOS support by allowing mobile multimedia applications to operate transparently during handoff and periods of persistent QOS fluctuation.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a tremendous growth in the use of wireless communications in business, consumer and military applications. The number of wireless services and subscribers has expanded with systems for mobile analog and digital cellular telephony, radio paging, and cordless telephony becoming widespread. Next generation wireless networks such as wireless ATM (WATM) will provide enhanced communication services such as high resolution digital video and full multimedia communications.
The main challenge in a combined wireline/wireless ATM network derives from complexity. Complexity is present in various forms in mobile multimedia communications. First, the combination of multi-rate multimedia connections with mobility proves difficult to achieve in practice. A connection with certain capacity reserved at a particular cell may have to be rerouted when the mobile device changes its location. The new path to the desired location may not have the original required capacity. Therefore, renegotiation of resources allocated to the connection is needed. At the same time, the flow (e.g., audio or video) should be transported and presented 'seamlessly' to the destination device with a smooth change of perceptual quality. This motivates the need for QOS with mobility.
Next, audio and video flows are characterized by the production, transmission and consumption of single media streams (both unicast or multicast) with associated QOS. For multicast flows, individual receivers (both wired and wireless) may have differing capability to consume flows [11] . This could be due to either fluctuating network resources with mobility or imposed by individual applications. Bridging this heterogeneity gap [14] in mobile multicast environments [12] while simultaneously meeting the individual mobile devices' QOS requirements is an area of research that remains to be resolved.
Third, radio channel's varying QOS characteristics and device mobility, fundamentally impact our ability to deliver hard QOS guarantees in the WATM environment. QOS controlled mobility and a QOS adaptive transport system share a common link in that they must be able to respond or "adapt" to the changes in the delivered quality due to QOS-fluctuating wireless channel or application-level mobility, respectively.
In this paper we propose a unique solution to the overall problem of complexity that is based on a methodology of networking programming based on a QOS-aware middleware platform called mobiware. We extend an open control methodology that has been previously developed at Columbia [7] to control ATM networks to the mobile ATM domain. The basic tenet of this methodology is to separate the network hardware from software.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the mobiware and its architecture which provides a framework for network programming and adaptation of flows. Following this we describe a set of adaptive and active algorithms which lay at the heart of mobiware's adaptation strategy. We describe a QOS controlled handoff algorithm in section 3, an adaptive and active transport algorithm in section 4 and an adaptive network service in section 5. Finally, in section6 we provide some concluding remarks.
MOBIWARE
Mobiware is a software middleware platform that runs seamlessly on mobile devices, base stations and mobile-capable ATM switches. The platform is built on distributed system and Java technology and incorporates new architecture and novel adaptive algorithms to support QOS controlled mobility. The goal of the mobiware adaptive algorithms is to transport scalable flows, reduce handoff dropping and improve wireless resource utilization. We use the term "controlled QOS" in this paper to distinguish it from hard QOS guarantees offered by fixed ATM networks. Implicit in the term is the notion that flows can be represented and transported as multi-layer scalable flows at the mobile device. Adaptive algorithms help scale flows during handoff based on the available bandwidth and an application-specific flow adaptation policy [13] . This policy characterizes each audio and video flow as having a minimum QOS layer and a number of enhancements. Mobiware provides a highly programmable platform for ease in the service creation, monitoring and adaptation of multimedia flows during handoff. The concepts of programmability and adaptability are fundamental when addressing the complexity of supporting mobile multimedia applications over QOS-varying mobile networks. By adaptability we mean as mobiles roam mobiware's adaptive algorithms conspire to scale flows to match available bandwidth at the bottleneck node, e.g., the base station. By programmability, we mean that mobiware's APIs are 'high-level' enough to allow adaptive algorithms to be implemented using distributed systems technology.
Architecture
Mobiware promotes the separation between mobile signalling and adaptation management on the one hand and media transport on the other. As illustrated in Figure 1 mobiware utilizes xbind (based on CORBA) and Java for signalling and adaptation management during handoff or periods of persistent QOS fluctuation. The Java Virtual Machine executes on mobile devices, base stations and mobile-capable ATM switches and supports the dynamic execution of active transport objects (ATOs). These transport objects constitute an 'active' component of the mobiware transport system which can dispatch ATOs to strategic points in the network or end-systems to provide valueadded QOS support. The concept of ATOs is derived from work on protocol boosters [18] .
The realization of end-to-end QOS control and the exploitation of scalable flows is achieved in mobiware through; i) resource binding between mobile devices, base stations and ATM switches; and ii) provision of a set of QOS-aware adaptive algorithms. These algorithms operate in unison under the control of mobiaware:
• QOS controlled handoff, provides signalling for handoff which exploits the use of: i) soft-state and hard-state to represent flows; ii) aggregation of flows to/ from mobile devices; and iii) routing and QOS renegotiation anchor points to limit the impact of small-scale mobility on the wider fixed network; • adaptive network service, provides hard QOS guarantees to base layers (BL) and soft QOS guarantees to enhancement layers (viz. E1 and E2) of multimedia flows based on the availability of resources in the wireless environment; and • adaptive and active transport, supports the transfer of multi-layer flows through the provision of a QOS-based API and a set ATOs (e.g., media scaling [14] ) and static transport objects (STOs), e.g., playout control. STOs are statically configured and execute at mobile and fixed devices only. In contrast, ATOs are dynamically dispatched to the mobile devices, base stations or ATM switches to support valued-added QOS at strategic nodes. Media scaling plays an important role in processing flows on-the-fly to match available resources at a bottleneck node, e.g., the air-interface. Media scaling exploits the intrinsic scalable properties of multi-resolution audio and video flows. In addition, adaptive algorithms take into account the knowledge of the user's flow adaptation 
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active transport objects transport policy to actively filter flows at critical nodes. This is achieved using an adaptive and active transport system to dispatch media scaling agents called mobile filters at critical nodes in the network or end-systems. Mobile filters are one of a class of ATOs which best utilize the available bandwidth to seamlessly deliver media with smooth change in the perceptual quality during handoff. Mobiware updates a location management algorithm during handoff. The mobiware location management uses a logical-name-tological-name mapping to express the current position of each mobile device
The mobiware platform models the wireless portion of the ATM network as being divided into pico-cells each served by a base station connected to a wired ATM network as illustrated in Figure 2 . Base stations are cell relays which translate the ATM cell headers from radio ATM format to that used by standard ATM. Each base station supports signalling, QOS control and adaptation of flows based on semantics of an adaptive network service. The existing wired ATM network provides connectivity between base stations. We organize the wireless network into domains. A domain consists of a set of base stations which are under the management of mobile-aware ATM switches. A domain corresponds to a logical partition of the wireline network and the physical location of the base stations in hierarchies for scalable routing (in ATM Forum PNNI routing, these domains are peer groups).
QOS CONTROLLED HANDOFF
The goal of the QOS controlled handoff algorithm is to dynamically reroute a set of connections associated with a mobile device from one base station to another without significantly interrupting flows in progress. The design of QOS controlled handoff is driven by two conflicting design goals: i) support the mobility; and ii) minimise the impact that small scale mobility has on the wireline potion of the network during handoff. To achieve these two design goals we introduce:
• mobile soft-state, models the dynamics of mobility through the continuous rerouting and QOS re-negotiation of flows as a mobile device roams. Soft-state is established between a per mobile QOS re-negotiation anchor point (QRP) and the mobile device. Hard-state is used between the QRP and the fixed network potion of the network; • connection group (CG), provides a common routing representation for all virtual paths and virtual circuits destined to/from the same mobile. Connection groups decouple handoff re-routing from resource allocation at a per mobile routing anchor point (RAP). The RAP allows collective control and mobility management of all flows associated with a mobile device during handoff. Having a single reference point to manage all connections greatly simplifies the hand-off; and
• logical anchor points, provide an interface between the hard-state and soft-state portions of flows. The RAP and QRP are logical anchor points which localize the periodic rerouting and renegotiation and during handoff processing, respectively. Mobiware allows collective control and management of all connections associated with a mobile device using a single connection group identifier (CGI), which uniquely represents a single reference point to manage all connections. Connection groups are setup using multicast connection management operations, e.g., addBranch to a connection group tree. Removing a branch of a connection group tree after handoff is managed automatically through the semantics of the soft-state operations used in the mobile environment.
Mobiware handoff achieve this through the interaction of distributed QOS handoff algorithms with a set of mobiware virtual resource objects which model physical hardware devices and QOS as CORBA objects [8] . Mobiware models base stations [12] as a set of virtual resource objects: virtualBasestation, which is used to represent and manipulate the GCI/VP/VC routing table; virtualWirelessLink, which is used to represent and allocate QOS to a flow based on the concept of a scheduler region [7] [6]; and virtualQOSFilter, which is used to scale media at the base-to-mobile link.
In the following sections we will step through the QOS controlled handoff. See Figure 3 for illustration of the handoff phases.
Signalling Phase
The first phase of QOS controlled handoff (see Figure 3 The next phase of handoff is the establishment of a new signalling channel between the mobile device and the new base station. A mobile device issues a (1) signalRequest to the new base station over a dedicated meta signalling channel using the base station address found in the beacon message. This results in the creation of the signalling channel when the base station responds with a (2) signalResponse. The signalling channel carries all signalling and QOS management messages between the mobile and wireline network.
Setup Phase
Once the signalling channel has been successfully created the mobile device initiates a forward handoff to the new base station. It does so by issuing a (3) reservation message (for details on the res message see section 5) which includes connection group route state information and desired QOS required. The handoff management algorithm located at the new base station uses this state information to establish a new branch (between the crossover switch and new base station) to the existing connection group tree with the desired QOS. Mobile devices express desired QOS in terms of the semantics of the adaptive service and connection groups. Connection group QOS requirements are specified in terms of connection group base layer requirements and enhancement layer requirements, respectively. Admission control located at the new base station first determines whether sufficient resources are available to support the requested handoff. Reservation messages can be updated by the distributed handoff algorithm as they are forwarded from the new base stations toward the rendezvous switch based on the availability of resources at the traversed nodes. The semantics of the adaptive service provides hard guarantees to the base layers and admits enhancements layers based on the availability of residual resources; that is, the resources remaining once all base layers have been guaranteed. The new base station only drops the handoff (handoffDrop) if insufficient residual capacity is available to meet the group connection base layer resource requirements. Assuming that sufficient resources are available to meet the minimum QOS requirements, the res message is routed toward the crossover and rendezvous switch reserving resources on route. Connection group routing information is used in combination with PNNI routing to determine (5) the shortest path between the new base station and the existing connection group tree which meets the desired QOS reflected in the res message. The PNNI peer group leader is interrogated (5) should the mobile device roam outside the current peer group domain of the old base station. This may suggests that the existing RAP would provide a sub-optimal routing point and a new RAP along with a new QRP. Generally the new QRP is located close to the mobile device and over a longer timescale a RAP rerouting algorithm determines when and where to move the RAP.
In the case where roaming is within the current peer group domain, the new base station issues a (6) res message to the crossover point. Each intermediate switch on route between the base station, crossover point and QRP provides admission testing and resource reservation. The QRP terminates QOS renegotiation. The existing connection group traverses the crossover switch. Generally, the crossover switch processes the res message and forwards it to the rendezvous switch which also processes it and then responds by sending an (7) adaptation message (for details on the adapt message see section 5) to the mobile via crossover and the new base station. The adapt message is used to commit switch and base station resources at the downstream nodes for the new connection group branch. Once the base station receives the adapt message it commits resources and broadcasts the adapt message to all mobile devices in the cell.
Handoff Control
The adapt message serves two purposes. First, it confirms the level of QOS provided by the new base station and wireline portion of the network to the new mobile device as it enters a new cell. Second, it informs existing mobile devices of any resource changes which may have occurred during handoff to accommodate the new mobile device. The semantics of the adaptive service states that base layer resource reservation requests receive precedence over requests for any higher layer qualities. To this extent the quality delivered above the base layer to existing mobiles may be altered to allow a new mobile device to enter a new cell.
The handoff algorithm interacts with the media scaling agents (which interact with mobile filters -see section 4.2) at the base station and QRP during connection group setup. The level of media scaling is dependent on the current utilization of the wireless link, application specific desired QOS and the semantics of the adaptive service. Media scaling may result in the "scaling-down" of mobile delivered quality when a mobile device enters a pico-cell and "scaling-up" when they leave. Mobile devices up-load Javabased mobile filters (see section 4.2 on active transport objects) to the base station or rendezvous switches in the case where the requested QOS could not be supported. This results in enhancement layers being dropped or filtered at specific points on a connection group tree (e.g., at the new base station or QRP). QOS filters support the delivery of different combinations of layers to particular mobile devices based on the available resources. Network-based mobile filters are essential to support multicast QOS to heterogeneous receivers.
Handoff registers new mobile devices with the domain location management which in turn allocates a new proxy ATM address as mobile devices roam into cells within a new peer group domain. A (8) locationUpdate message is used to register the mobile devices at the home location in this case and update the cache register at the old base station (8) . QOS controlled handoff is based the notion of soft-handoff for roaming mobile receivers and hard-handoff for roaming mobile senders. In the case of soft-handoff, the mobile device simultaneously interacts with the old and new base stations. Once the QRP responds with an adapt message to the mobile device it begins to forward the new flow to the mobile. This results in duplicate cells (for old and new flow) arriving at the mobile device via the old and new base stations. The rendezvous switch uses cell tagging to preserve ATM cell level sequence integrity at the mobile device during handoff.
After tagging has commenced mobile devices determine suitable synchronization points between old and new flows and initiate flow switching from the old to the new flow. After flow switching the old flow is rendered redundant. Old flows continue to arrive at the mobile devices as long as the route between the old base station and QRP is active; that is, old flows are switched through to the mobile while the mobile soft-state is still installed and has not timed-out. Mobile devices do not, however, have to process old flows.
Teardown
After flow switching the new base station refrains from sending any further periodic res messages to the old base station and closes the signalling channel to the old base station. Once the mobile soft-state timer expires the old branch of the connection group tree between the QRP to the old base station is timed out and removed; that is, after the mobile soft-state timer expires resources are deallocated and switching tables flushed accordingly. This is defined as teardown.
Media scaling is once again invoked at the old base station to determine if deallocated resources can be utilized by the any existing mobile devices at the old base station. Mobile devices located at the old and new base station periodically probe the base station and network for more resources using the res and adapt message pairs. During handoff, mobile devices resident at the old base station issue reservation messages toward the QRP and receive an adapt message which indicates any extra resources made available after a mobile has left the current cell. The new adapt message reflects any new resource availability and adjusts any QOS filters via interaction with media scaling agents at the old base/ rendezvous switch. We describe the condition whereby resources freed up during handoff are distributed to remaining mobile devices at the old base station as scaling-up.
ADAPTIVE AND ACTIVE TRANSPORT SYSTEM
A fundamental aspect of our work is the development of an adaptive and active transport that incorporates a QOS-based API and a full range of transport algorithms to support the delivery of continuous media over mobile networks. The mobiware transport operates in two modes:
• adaptive mode, which provides a set of STOs (viz. playout control, flow control, flow scheduling and shaping, flow monitor and adaptation manager) that best assists multimedia applications when adapting to minor QOS fluctuations as a consequence of cell/packet loss and delay variation; and • active mode, which provides a set of ATOs (viz. mobile filters [17] In the active mode, local adaptation manager monitor the loss available bandwidth characteristics of flows and interact with ATO control to select, dispatch, bootstrap, configure and tune the appropriate ATO to the requesting target node.
Transport API
The transport API formalizes the end-to-end QOS requirements of the adaptive multimedia application (client or server) and the potential degree of media scaling acceptable to the application [13] (based on flow adaptation policy) which bounds its perceptual range. As illustrated in figures 1 and 4, applications interact directly with the service control API to establish, control and maintain the requested service. The service control algorithm governs the point at which a QOS controlled handoff is initiated. The adaptive transport API assumes a client-server model where servers interact with service control to create QOS groups specifying their QOS profile (i.e., QOS requirements: traffic class, delay and bandwidth) for each multi-resolution of the flow and flow adaptation policy (i.e., the type of coding and prioritizing of the various resolutions used, and flow-spec for each flow) of the source media. The traffic class and delay bounds are common for each resolution of the scalable flow. The user can prioritize connections so that during handoff certain connections receive preferential treatment over others in light of reduced bandwidth (e.g., drop the video connection before the audio). The bandwidth for each resolution is specified in a flow-spec [13] by the clients and servers. Clients join QOS groups, inspect the QOS profile of the source and then select the appropriate resolutions by matching their capability to consume source media. For full details on the adaptive algorithms and API see [13] .
Active Transport Objects
Adaptation managers operate on all mobile devices, base stations and mobile-capable ATM switches and continuously monitor the performance of the channel and each flow. Adaptation managers and QOS controlled handoff algorithms interact with local ATO control to request the remote loading of ATO to support QOS during periods of service degradation.
Currently mobiware supports three types of ATOs:
• mobile filters, which are used during periods of limited bandwidth to either drop layers of a flow (we call these types of mobile filters media selectors) or process audio and video in the compressed domain to meet an available bandwidth [17] In this case the ATO state can take advantage of the wireline ATM interconnect to achieve a fast handoff. ATOs are capable of flexible autonomous actions in QOS fluctuating environments. Operationally, ATOs can be dispatched, configured and executed at any ATO-capable networked node.
Active Transport Object Management
ATO management consists of a distributed algorithm which manages the installation of new ATOs anywhere in the network. ATO management uses a client-server approach to select, dispatch, bootstrap, configure and tune new ATOs between an ATO server and the target node.
As illustrated in Figure 5 ATO management is divided into three operational modes:
• ATO control is a distributed signalling algorithm which comprises mobiware ATO control objects. These objects are permanently resident at the base stations, mobile capable ATM switches and mobile devices. ATO control objects support a set of methods to select (1), dispatch (2) and configure (4) mobile filters; • ATO instantiation fetches remote Java bytecode classes (which are representations of ATOs) and bootstraps (3) them into Java VM environment based at base stations or mobile capable ATM switches. Once an ATO has been loaded and booted into a switch or base station the local ATO control object initiates a configure (4) operation to complete the instantiation phase; and • ATO execution and tuning, at this point ATO can act autonomously to provide value-added QOS support to the transport of continuous media or data. Some ATOs interact with existing algorithms during the execution phase and can be periodically tuned (5). As illustrated in figure 4 , the adaptation manager periodically registers the monitor the QOS delivered at the channel. In the case where the platform needs value added software. Mobile filters are capable of flexible autonomous actions in QOS fluctuating environments. Operationally, mobile filters can be dispatched, configured and executed at the base stations or ATM switches. Mobile filters can be periodically tuned via a filter interface to match the available resources at a particular bottleneck node (e.g., base station or mobile capable ATM switches). In addition to being QOS adaptive, mobile filters automatically propagate during handoff. For example, in the case of a handoff between two WATM radio ports existing mobile filters (called mobile filter state in mobiware) propagate along with the connection state from the old to the new base station over the wireline portion of the network. In this case the mobile filter state can take advantage of the wireline ATM interconnect to achieve a fast handoff.
Mobile Filter ATOs
Currently we have implemented a media selector ATO in Java that drops either E1 (i.e., P pictures) and E2 (i.e., B pictures) frames of an MPEG-1 stream based on the available resources. Media selectors ATOs do not process the media unlike other computationally intensive mobile filters e.g., dynamic rate shaping mobile filters [9] . One of the key performance issues related to mobile filter technology is the time taken to dispatch, bootstrap and configure new agent over wireless and wireline interfaces. Another important performance concern relates to the performance penalty paid by flows as they are processed at ATM switches and base stations. The amount of delay introduced by such operations as flows traverse ATO is dependent on the computational complexity of the ATO, the additional overhead of the Java VM and the cost of derailing ATM cells for post filtering. For some initial performance results relating mobile filter ATO see [17] [19].
ADAPTIVE NETWORK SERVICE
The adaptive service is based on previous work on adaptive service for wireline ATM networks first proposed in [13] . This service model provided "hard" guarantees to the base layer (BL) of a multi-layer flow and "fair share" guarantees to each of the enhancement layers (e.g., E1 and E2) supported by the service. To achieve this, the BL undergoes a full end-to-end admission control test [13] . In contrast, enhancement layers were admitted without any such test but competed for residual bandwidth with all other adaptive flows which traversed a particular switch along a specific route. Similar schemes have subsequently been adopted by a number of practitioners in the wireless communications field [4] [5]. However, one draw back of these adaptive service schemes is that a QOS fluctuation at a particular switch (e.g., due to a new call being admitted) in a wireline/wireless environment can potentially impact other flows traversing the link/port. This results in a chain-reaction as distributed adaptive resource management algorithms resolve the new change in state. Unbounded adaptive service will typically occur in highly QOS fluctuating environments such as in mobile wireless systems. Therefore, there is a need to bound this chain-reaction while at the same time offering an adaptive service to mobile terminals to reduce the probability of handoffs being dropped as new mobiles roam into a bottleneck pico-cell. This is the motivation behind our adaptive service. The adaptive service primarily operates over the wireless segments of end-to-end flows; that is, between the QRP, base station and the mobile devices as illustrated in Figure 2 . Therefore, QOS adaptation is limited to the pico-cellular area and does not directly impact the wired portion of the network. Mobile devices compete for wireless resources by interacting with an adaptive service algorithm at the base station. The adaptive service provides "hard" guarantees to the BL and "fair share" guarantees to each of the enhancement layers (E1 and E2). This limits adaptation to where it is more likely to occur: at the wireless link between the base station and QRP. Enhancement layers are rate controlled based on explicit feed back mechanisms about the current state of the on-going flow and the availability of residual bandwidth at a base station.
A number of objectives motivate the design of a new wireless adaptive service for mobile QOS fluctuating networks. The first objective is to admit as many base-layers as possible across the wireless link. As more base-layers are admitted the guaranteed capacity region grows to meet the hard guarantees for all base signals. In contrast, the residual capacity region shrinks as enhancement layers compete for diminishing residual bandwidth resources. Our second objective is to fairly share this wireless residual capacity among competing enhancement layers based on an algorithm called weighted fairshare [13] . In addition, another associated objective is to limit the impact of the wireless adaptive service on the wired network. Our fourth and final objective is to adapt flows both discretely and continuously based on an adaptation mode supplied in the user-supplied adaptation policy. In the discrete mode no residual bandwidth is allocated by the wireless adaptive service algorithm unless a complete enhancement can be accommodated. In contrast, in continuous mode any portion of the residual capacity can be made available and be utilized by the adaptive flow [12] . Figure 6 illustrates the operation of the adaptive service over a wireline ATM link. The bandwidth of the link which the adaptive algorithm shares between three different video flows (akin to mobile devices) was setup to be similar in bandwidth capability to a low bandwidth wireless ATM link (e.g., admission control is preset to 600 ATM cells/sec to be shared by all competing flows). The scenario shows the consumption of three video clips beginning at time zero. The canyon and flights video flows start at time zero and only have their BL supported; that is the minimum quality is provided. No residual capacity is available to support higher qualities because of the limitation of the available resource (i.e., 600 cells/sec). Twenty seconds into the trace the flights video flow terminates freeing up resources for remaining flows (i.e., remaining mobile devices). This is akin to a mobile device roaming out of a pico-cell. At this point the adaptive service attempts to switch into the higher resolutions for remaining flows. The trace shows that the canyon video flow receives the best quality (i.e., BL+E1+E2) after the flights video terminates. This situation remains stable until another video flow starts up at 50 seconds into the trace which is akin to a mobile device roaming into the cell and competing for wireless link resources. Resources are thus allocated to meet the BL QOS requirements of the new mobile device. The canyon video flow is adapted down to the BL+E1 quality at 50 seconds into the scenario as a result of admitting the new flow (akin to a new mobile). While the scenario is taken from wireline ATM experimentation into adaptive services [13] the results indicate what the service would look like to mobile devices as they roamed between cells.
Mobile Soft-State
Rendezvous switches serve as points above which re-routing and QOS re-negotiation only occur when a mobile device roams between two adjacent routing domains. Interdomain roaming operates at a much lower frequency than intra-domain roaming. Occasional inter-domain roaming requires re-routing and QOS re-negotiation in the wireline network. We contain the frequency of re-routing and QOS re-negotiation caused by small-scale mobility from impacting the wider wireline network. This is contained at the QRP. Above the QRP only infrequent re-routing and QOS re-negotiation occur. Below the QRP (between the mobile devices and QRPs) frequent re-routing and QOS may be observed.
Based on our understanding of the dynamics of small-scale (intra-domain roaming) and large-scale (inter-domain roaming) mobility we model end-to-end flow through a combination of "hard-state" (above the QRP in the wireline network) and "soft-state" (below the QRP in the wireless network). We argue that soft-state is suited to support the dynamics of mobility and QOS adaptation found in wireless and mobile networking.
A significant contribution to our approach to handoff is the use of soft-state [16] to support the dynamics of mobility in the wireless and wireline network. Soft-state is used between the mobile devices and QRP because it best suits the dynamic nature of QOS adaptation and device mobility. Mobile devices periodically send reservation messages (res) toward the QRP in the wireline network. These reservation messages carry the mobile devices desired QOS requirement and are interpreted by the base station and fixed network infrastructure. Resources are allocated to the mobile device over a particular wireless/wireline route for the duration of the mobile soft-state timeout. If during that time the infrastructure receives another res message it refreshes the state held in the base station and switches between the mobile device and the QRPs. As mobile devices roam between adjacent cells the periodic res messages are used by the mobile devices to establish a new state (i.e., a route with QOS attached) at the new base station and intermediate switches. In addition, as the mobile device roams into a new cell the old connection group soft-state times out and is deallocated automatically. The periodic res message is used in combination with an adapt message to continually probe the base station and network for better QOS.
CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a QOS-aware middleware platform for mobile multimedia communications. Mobiware has been specifically designed to address the complexity of proving QOS support for adaptive multimedia applications over wireless and mobile networks. Mobiware includes two key attributes which contains complexity. These are programmability and adaptability. In this paper we presented the key adaptive algorithms that govern the available strategies for adaptability in mobiware. These include a QOS controlled handoff scheme which promotes the use soft-state, connection groups and logical anchor points for fast and seamless handoff. We have also described a new transport systems which utilizes adaptive and active transport objects to provide value added QOS support in the end-systems and network. The final mobiware adaptive strategy is based of a novel adaptive network service which has been designed to provide hard QOS guarantees for minimum flow quality and best effort delivery for higher quality.
The mobiware testbed consists of 4 ATM switches (viz. ATML Virata, Fore ASX100/ ASX200s, NEC Model 5, Scorpio Stinger) and 4 base stations. The base stations are multihomed 200 MHz Pentium with 25 Mbps wireline access to the wireline ATM network and 2 Mbps WaveLan air-interfaces to a number of mobile devices based on Pentium PCs and notebooks. The PCs run Linux, Windows/NT and xbind (based on CORBA). An early version of mobiware runs on PCs, base stations and the ASX100 ATM switch Finally, we have implemented a beta version of the handoff protocol which support soft-state, connection groups and logical anchor points [19] . In addition we have completed the implementation of active transport object management and support mobile filters for media selection during handoff [20] . Currently we are implementing other adaptive and active transport objects and plan to investigate the integration of mobiware with wireless ATM radios. Future work will investigate the use of more sophisticated adaptation technics to hide the interworking of different radios.
